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Abstract

Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) is a first principles based method to determine absolute sedimentation coefficients and buoyant molar masses of macromolecules and their complexes, reporting on their size and shape in free solution. The purpose of this multi-laboratory study was to establish the precision and accuracy of basic data dimensions in AUC and validate previously proposed calibration techniques. Three kits of AUC cell assemblies containing radial and temperature calibration tools and a bovine serum albumin (BSA) reference sample were shared among 67 laboratories, generating 129 comprehensive data sets. These allowed for an assessment of many parameters of instrument performance, including accuracy of the reported scan time after the start of centrifugation, the accuracy of the temperature calibration, and the accuracy of the radial magnification. The range of sedimentation coefficients obtained for BSA monomer in different instruments and using different optical systems was from 3.655 S to 4.949 S, with a mean and standard deviation of (4.304 ± 0.188) S (4.4%). After the combined application of correction factors derived from the external calibration references for elapsed time, scan velocity, temperature, and radial magnification, the range of s-values was reduced 7-fold with a mean of 4.325 S and a 6-fold reduced standard deviation of ± 0.030 S (0.7%). In addition, the large data set provided an opportunity to determine the instrument-to-instrument variation of the absolute radial positions reported in the scan files, the precision of photometric or refractometric signal magnitudes, and the precision of the calculated apparent molar mass of BSA monomer and the fraction of BSA dimers. These results highlight the necessity and effectiveness of independent calibration of basic AUC data dimensions for reliable quantitative studies.

Introduction

As a first-principles based technique of physical chemistry, analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) is capable of measuring absolute size and shape of particles, such as macromolecules...
and their complexes, free in solution [1]. The quantitative accuracy of physical parameters has been at the heart of the many advances facilitated by AUC throughout the last century. In the last few decades, progress in theory and computational analysis have afforded significantly enhanced resolution and precision of the derived macromolecular parameters, especially in sedimentation velocity (SV) analysis [2]. This is met by rapid developments of applications in different fields for which the quantitative aspect of AUC is critical, which include: improved capabilities of structure-based predictions of macromolecular shapes using hydrodynamic theory [3,4], as applied, for example, in the context of sophisticated data analysis in scattering techniques [5–7]; significant advances in techniques for studying membrane proteins by AUC [8]; and emerging applications in the characterization of nanoparticles [9,10] and biotechnology [11–17]. This is accompanied by a greatly extended concentration range for the application of AUC by fluorescence detection [18–20]. Thus, as the quantitative interpretation of sedimentation parameters is gaining in detail and applications, it is important to verify the basic accuracy of the AUC measurements. With view of biopharmaceutical applications of AUC, a number of recent studies have explored limits of detection and quantitation for trace aggregates of proteins [13,14,16,21–23], though not questioned the accuracy of basic data dimensions and sedimentation coefficients of the main components.

The question of calibration accuracy in AUC is not trivial and has a long history. Generally, the repeatability of s-values in the same instrument, as well as the reproducibility across different instruments and laboratories is considered to be better than 1% [24–26], and side-by-side measurements of samples in different rotor positions in the same run achieve an even higher precision of up to ±0.1% in current instruments [25,27]. Unfortunately, these numbers do not bear on the accuracy. Due to the fact that systematic errors are not observable from repeat measurements in the same instrument (or even the same kind of instrument in the same or in another laboratory), systematic errors in any physical measurement are usually underestimated [28]. Yet, they may be the dominant source of error. For example, systematic discrepancies by as much as 10% between s-values measured in Svedberg’s oil turbine centrifuge and the early Spinco Model E were found and traced to errors of 4–5°C in the temperature calibration of the former [24,26,29,30]. The consequences of an unrecognized 10% error in s-values on their interpretation are drastic: for example, the 30S subunit of the 70S ribosome would appear to be a 33S subunit of a novel 77S particle; axial ratios estimated from hydrodynamic friction may appear to be 30% too small [31]; and even stronger error amplification can occur in the calculation of particle composition from s-values. This highlights the need for independent control experiments in ascertaining the true accuracy of AUC parameters, to detect calibration errors in basic data dimensions that otherwise may go unnoticed for a long time [32].

Concerns about the accuracy of sedimentation coefficients emerged again two years ago, when a ≈10% error in the elapsed time data was discovered in files produced by the manufacturer’s data acquisition software version 6.0 and associated firmware, which had been in widespread use for a period of nearly two years [31]. Subsequently, systematic time errors of between 0.1 to 2.0% were found in data going back more than a decade [27]. After discovery of the problem, the data acquisition software was quickly revised, but unfortunately this only restored the error to the level prior to version 6.0. Shortly after, a systematic examination of the accuracy of other data dimensions in eleven instruments revealed occurrences of temperature calibration errors by close to 3°C (which translates to a ≈7% error in s-values), and radial magnification errors in excess of 7% [27]. However, it was also shown that after simultaneous corrections for errors in time, radial magnification, and temperature, the range of s-values measured for bovine serum albumin (BSA) monomer was reduced 6-fold from 14.8% to 2.5%, and the standard deviation was improved 5-fold from 3.8% to 0.7% [27]. This is in satisfactory agreement with expectations and the demands for the technique in most current applications.
To make the required calibration measurements and corrections, the following external references were developed [27]: for the time dimension, a sufficiently accurate independent measurement is the time stamp when the data file was created, provided by the operating system of the data acquisition computer [27,31]; the rotor temperature can be logged in various configurations using miniature integrated circuits [27,33,34]; the radial magnification was measured with a precision mask installed in a cell assembly and scanned during the SV experiment [27]. To verify the mutual consistency of these calibration standards, SV experiments with a BSA sample were carried out using as a reference marker the $s$-value of the BSA monomer peak, which is baseline separated from oligomer peaks in $c(s)$ analysis [27].

The goal of the present multi-laboratory benchmark study was to ascertain whether the observations made in the initial small calibration pilot study [27] are representative for all AUC instruments, and whether conclusions regarding the possibility of improving accuracy with external references are generally valid, widely applicable, and sufficient. For this purpose, three kits of calibration tools assembled at the National Institutes of Health were shipped to a total of 67 different laboratories, over the course of 9 months, to determine in 79 different instruments the accuracy of temperature, radial, and time calibration, and to determine the resulting distribution of $s$-values for the shared BSA reference sample. We asked whether the combination of correction factors from the external calibration references can improve the accuracy of sedimentation coefficients of BSA monomer. In addition, the comprehensive data set provided insight into several instrument performance parameters that are inaccessible from measurements in a single or a few instruments.

**Methods**

**Multi-laboratory study**

After an initial test phase, academic laboratories across different geographic regions were chosen as participating study sites based on the availability of an AUC (Optima XL-A or XL-I, Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN, USA), interest, consideration of geographic proximity and logistics of shipping across borders, and the ability to perform the experiments in the targeted time frame of one week including receiving and shipping. Inclusion of further laboratories was stopped after approximately 9 months and 67 laboratories, balancing the statistical improvements with the benefit of a timely report of the study results, when incorporation of new data sets did not seem to significantly change the mean and standard deviation of the main calibration parameters.

Three kits were assembled each containing a DS1922L iButton temperature logger (Maxim Integrated Products, San Jose, CA, USA, purchased from Thermodata, Marblehead, MA, USA) calibrated with a reference thermometer [27]; a USB interface for the temperature logger and readout software; an aluminum holder for the iButton fitted into a standard AUC cell assembly [27]; a pre-assembled AUC cell with a precision steel mask sandwiched between quartz windows [27]; and a pre-assembled AUC cell with 400 μl of ≈0.5 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, cat. No. 7030) dissolved into phosphate buffered saline (PBS; 5.60 mM Na₂HPO₄, 1.06 mM KH₂PO₄, 154 mM NaCl, pH 7.40, Corning Cellgro) in a standard 12 mm Epon double sector centerpiece with the same volume of PBS as an optically matched reference. The BSA sample was from the same stock solution for all three samples. Kits were usually shipped by express mail and courier delivery, protected against mechanical damage but not against temperature fluctuations. In addition to the kit, each laboratory was issued a detailed protocol with instructions how to carry out the following experiments:
1. An experiment to measure the temperature of the rotor spinning at 1,000 rpm: The iButton was initiated to log the temperature in 1 min intervals, installed in the aluminum holder in the cell assembly, and placed into a 4-hole or 8-hole titanium rotor. This experiment was conducted with an AUC console temperature set-point of 20.0°C, for the duration of ≈3 hours, including at least 1 hour past the time when the console temperature reading equaled the set point, so as to reach thermal equilibrium of the spinning rotor in the evacuated chamber, as evidenced by the logged temperature trace. The logged temperature trace was downloaded from the logger and copied to the data analysis site.

2. A high-speed SV experiment of the radial mask and the BSA containing cell assemblies: Both AUC cells were used as received, without requiring disassembly and reassembly, inserted into a rotor and the sectors radially aligned. The SV run was started following temperature pre-equilibration of the ultracentrifuge in high-vacuum at a nominal 20.0°C for at least two hours, followed by acceleration from rest to 50,000 rpm. Signal profiles from both the radial mask and the sedimenting BSA sample cell were acquired side-by-side with the absorbance system at 280 nm and, if available, the Rayleigh interference system. The scan settings specified a time-interval of 1 min, a radial interval of 0.003 cm, a single acquisition per radius, and acquisition in intensity mode for absorbance data. (This mode was chosen because transmitted intensities are advantageous for the radial mask analysis. Prior to SV analysis of BSA, intensity data were transformed into regular absorbance data; no pseudo-absorbance analysis [35] was carried out, which is a mode not supported by the manufacturer.) Standard instrumental radial calibration through the manufacturer software was not made a part of the protocol, since it is not necessary for each run, and strictly only required after adjustments of the optical system and after replacement of a drive. In this way, the pre-existing radial calibration reflects the conventional settings in each instrument.

3. Resting rotor temperature: The possibility for temperature reference experiments with the resting rotor was discovered and published after the present study was initiated [34]. In order to validate this approach on a larger scale, a subset of the remaining laboratories carried out additional temperature experiments on the resting rotor following the procedure described in detail in [34]. Briefly, the iButton was placed on the counterbalance of the 8-hole rotor resting in the evacuated rotor chamber, rotated such that the counterbalance was located above the radiometer, temperature equilibrating without the monochromator arm at a nominal AUC console set temperature of 20.0°C [34].

In all, 129 complete data sets with experiments (1) and (2) were acquired from a total of 79 instruments in 67 laboratories in 15 countries who received the kit; in 9 cases only partial information could be retrieved; in 3 sites the experiments failed to produce sedimentation boundary data and were not included. 15 sites carried out experiments (3) in addition to (1) and (2).

For a test of consistency of the kits, experiments (1) and (2) were run with each kit at the time of assembly in the originating laboratory at the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, in the same instrument. In the middle of the study, all kits were shipped back and experiments were carried out simultaneously with all kits side-by-side in the run. This consistency test was repeated at the end of the study.

(We note that equipment, instruments or materials are identified in this paper in order to adequately specify the experimental details; such identification does not imply recommendation by author institutions, nor does it imply the materials are necessarily the best available for the purpose.)
Data analysis

In order to exclude variation from data analysis, all data analysis was carried out by a single operator, using the same method.

From the temperature logs in experiment (1) it was possible to confirm that the temperature had reached a steady-state while the rotor was spinning at 1,000 rpm in the evacuated AUC rotor chamber set at 20.0°C. Occasionally an oscillation within 1 bit (corresponding to 0.06°C) was observed, in which case the reading was averaged. Previously determined iButton calibration constants based on a NIST reference thermometer were applied to the measured values [27]. The observed deviation of the rotor temperature from the nominal 20.0°C was used to calculate temperature correction factors based on the temperature dependence of the viscosity of water. The temperature correction factors were applied as multiplicative factors to the observed $s$-values [27], and so corrected values are labeled with index ’20T’.

The radial magnification correction factor was determined from an analysis of the radial mask scans collected in experiment (2) at 50,000 rpm, as described previously [27]. The software MARC was used to recognize the 14 equidistant edges of the mask in the scans, and to plot and analyze the distance between experimental edge radii against the known true distance of the precision mask. From the slope of this plot the calibration correction factor for radial magnification was determined. This radial magnification correction factor was used as a multiplicative correction to the apparent $s$-values [27], indicated with index ‘r’.

When plots of apparent vs true edge distances were not well described with a linear fit, the smallest satisfactory polynomial (usually quadratic, not more than cubic) was fitted to the edge displacement data. The resulting parameters were used to define a non-linear back-transformation, which was applied directly to the radial positions of all scan file data points. The corrected scan files were saved and used for further data analysis.

The scan time correction factor was determined by comparison of the differences between scan header data and the intervals between the time-stamps of scan file creation [31]. Time-corrected scan files were generated using SEDFIT or REDATE, and results from the analysis of time-corrected data were labeled with index ‘t’. Scan velocity errors, arising from the finite duration of a single scan in the absorbance system, were taken to be constant 0.18%, as determined previously for the scan settings specified for the sedimentation experiment (2) [27,36]. These are absent for the interference system. Corrected values are indicated with a subscript ‘v’.

Scan files for the BSA experiment were analyzed with the $c(s)$ method [37]. We have excluded questions of alternative data analysis strategies in order to focus on parameters related to instrument performance. As in previous calibration studies [27,31], scans representing the entire sedimentation process were loaded in SEDFIT, and both the meniscus and the signal-average frictional ratio were refined in the fit, allowing for TI noise in absorbance data and TI and RI noise in interference data. $s$-values of the BSA monomer peak were determined by integration of the baseline-separated $c(s)$ peak in SEDFIT, and multiplied by the appropriate correction factors. Uncorrected values are labeled ‘raw’, and values after joint correction for temperature, radial magnification, scan time and velocity are labeled ‘20T,t,r,v’. No further solvent correction to conditions of water was applied. A table with the data can be found in the S1 Table.

Software used in the present study are SEDFIT (sedfitsedphat.nibib.nih.gov) for the SV data analysis; MARC (Mask Analysis for Radial Calibration, by Dr. Huaying Zhao, manuscript in preparation) for the analysis of calibration mask scans [27]; SEDFIT or REDATE (by Dr. Chad Brautigam, http://biophysics.swmed.edu/MBR/software.html) for the time-stamp corrections [31]; SEDNTERP for the calculation of solvent viscosity (by Dr. John Philo) [38]; and GUSSI (by Dr. Chad Brautigam, http://biophysics.swmed.edu/MBR/software.html, manuscript in preparation) for plotting SV results.
Results and Discussion

The present study generated much data on different aspects of accuracy and precision of ultracentrifugal measurements. As it is a prerequisite for all further analysis, we will first present evidence supporting the stability with time of the common sample and artifacts that were shared between laboratories. This is followed by the analysis of accuracy of data acquisition in the different data dimensions: time, radius, and temperature. Separate from these calibration measurements, the sedimentation experiment of BSA offers independent insight into instrument performance, and the results are shown with regard to the overall quality of fit to the SV data and interesting isolated cases. The key of the present study is the test whether the corrections for calibration errors of the different data dimensions can successfully explain and reduce the spread of observed sedimentation coefficients of BSA monomer. The combination of corrected s-values and experimental observation of the meniscus position then offers an opportunity to verify whether the radial corrections for radial magnification, neglecting translation errors, are sufficient. Finally, we will discuss other attributes of the family of experimental SV data that are not directly related to the calibration corrections, but reflect on the instrument-to-instrument variation of other quantities, including the signal magnitudes in absorbance and interference, the determination of the BSA dimer fraction, and apparent molar mass and boundary spread.

Integrity of the calibration kits

A key assumption of the present study was that the kits are stable with time, for example, that the BSA solution did not degrade from exposure to high and low temperature during shipping, that the cell assemblies with the BSA sample and with the radial mask remained mechanically intact, and that the performance of the temperature loggers did not deteriorate with time due to declining battery power. To verify the absence of such confounding factors, we examined the trend curves of measured parameters with time. For example, Fig 1 shows the $s_{20T,t,r,v}$ values for the BSA monomer after calibration corrections as a function of experiment time. No trend could be observed for any of the kits. Similarly, no trend could be recognized with temperature measurements and radial calibration factors (S1 Fig and S2 Fig). Based on the trend of the best-fit meniscus positions, in one kit a small loss of sample at a rate of $<5 \mu l/year may possibly have occurred, but none is evident in the others (S3 Fig). Further, except trivially for the meniscus position, none of these factors offered any indication for a kit-dependent bias.

BSA is well-known to form irreversible oligomers. However, the $c(s)$ analysis can resolve monomer and oligomeric species into baseline-separated peaks, and the measured BSA monomer s-value would therefore not be affected by such slow irreversible aggregation. (Similarly, small fragments from protein degradation can typically be baseline resolved.) Nevertheless, we examined the resulting monomer signal intensity and the fraction of dimer (where the dimer is clearly resolved from monomer and higher order aggregates) as a function of time. No correlation was found for the monomer signal (S4 Fig), however, a slight trend may be discerned in the dimer fraction possibly decreasing by about 2% per year (S5 Fig). These results demonstrate that the sample was sufficiently stable in PBS for the duration of the multi-laboratory study.

In the middle of the multi-laboratory study, and again at the end of the study, the three kits were run side-by-side in the same rotor in the same instrument. In experiment (1), the iButtons readings showed maximal differences of 0.07°C relative to each other both in the middle and at the end of the study, respectively, each iButton producing the identical reading at the two time points. In experiment (2), scan time corrections were essentially identical, and radial correction factors coincided within $<0.15\%$ and $<0.24\%$ at the midpoint and end of the study, respectively. Final corrected $s_{20T,t,r,v}$-values from each kit’s BSA cell assembly were within 0.39\% and
0.37% of each other at the midpoint and end of the study, respectively. This provides further evidence for the integrity of the calibration kits with time and the consistency among the kits.

**Time**

The distribution of errors in the elapsed time since start of the centrifuge run reported in the scan file headers was bimodal. For most of the data sets these were small, but not negligible ranging from 0.12% to 0.3% with a mean and standard deviation of 0.16% ± 0.05%. This is consistent with the previously reported errors in the updated data acquisition software version for the scan settings used in the present study. However, 9 out of 79 instruments exhibited a much larger scan time error of 10.34% ± 0.43%, suggesting the operation of the previous, faulty data acquisition software/firmware version. Two instruments operated with user interface software versions 3.x (originally distributed in the mid 1990s) produced data with elapsed time values in error by a factor 10 (i.e. an error of 1000%), yet seemingly correct $\omega^2t$ values. Uncorrected $s$-values for these instruments were not included in the study so as not to contaminate the statistics with these easily recognizable outliers.

**Radial magnification**

Interference and absorbance radial magnification correction factors were determined from scans of the precision mask as previously described [27]. Representative intensity scans are shown in Fig 2A, and Fig 2B–2D show examples for the displacement of the measured edge position of the mask. Most instruments showed a small, linearly increasing offset relative to the known edge distances, from which the magnification correction factor could be determined via the slope of the best-fit straight line (e.g., Fig 2B).
In some instruments the left and right edges exhibited a constant offset relative to each other (Fig 2C) suggesting out-of-focus location of the mask in the cell assembly. In these cases all left edges and all right edges were analyzed separately, and the magnification factor was taken as the average between the slopes of these plots. This was only observed in interference data.

A minority of instruments (18%) exhibited moderate non-linear distortions in the absorbance data, such as shown in Fig 2D. In these cases the radial scan files were radially back-transformed on the basis of a quadratic or cubic fit to the mask edge locations. The resulting $c(s)$ analysis of
the back-transformed data usually exhibited a slightly improved root-mean-square-deviation (rmsd) as compared to the analysis of the raw data. Solely for the quantitative comparison, the ratio of apparent $s$-value from the analysis of the radially uncorrected and the radially back-transformed data was taken as an average magnification correction factor.

The distribution of radial correction factors is shown in Fig 3. Overall, it shows a small bias toward underestimation of radial distances, requiring a positive mean correction of 0.95%, but with a large scatter and a standard deviation of 2.77%. It is of interest to consider errors in the absorbance system and the interference system separately. Calibration errors in the absorbance system ranged from -6.5% to +3.1%, with a mean of -0.43% and a standard deviation of 1.36%. In the interference system, a mean magnification correction factor of 1.85% with standard deviation of 4.14% was determined. Interestingly, the large spread of values was dominated by three instruments exhibiting a very large error of 16–19%, which, incidentally, exceeds the error that could be caused by an operator misidentifying the relevant counterbalance edges during IF calibration. Possible contributing factors to this error include rotation of the counterbalance and/or its sectorial masks. If the outliers are excluded from the statistics, the remaining magnification corrections for the interference system had a mean of -0.75% and a standard
deviation of 0.82%. The significantly lower variation in the interference optics as compared to the absorbance optics likely reflects the higher optical resolution in the former and the lack of moving parts.

Radial magnification errors will affect directly and proportionally the measurement of sedimentation velocity, and in those instruments where data from both optical systems are available, the radial magnification errors will be different for the different optical systems. By contrast, the uncorrected $s$-values from the BSA monomer peak in c(s) analysis, measured either in the absorbance system or in the interference system, are subject to the same errors in scan time, solvent viscosity (temperature), and the same effects of imperfect alignment- or temperature-driven convection. Thus, one would expect that the ratio of the uncorrected $s$-values, $s_{IF}/s_{ABS}$, to be proportional to the ratio of radial magnification correction factors, $r_{r,IF}/r_{r,ABS}$. A plot of both quantities, for 42 instruments for which this data is available, is shown in Fig 4. The strong correlation independently validates the veracity of the radial magnification correction factors determined from the analysis of the mask scans.

Temperature

The temperature set point was adjusted at the AUC console to a nominal 20.0°C in all experiments. We have previously established the precision of iButton readings of the rotor temperature to be 0.06°C or better, and estimated the accuracy to be 0.1°C—0.2°C [27,33]. In the present study, the iButton reading logged at steady-state after temperature equilibration at 1,000 rpm ranged between 18.64°C and 21.58°C, with a mean of 19.62°C and a standard
deviation of 0.41°C (Fig 5A). Although the average is within the instrument specifications for temperature accuracy of ± 0.5°C, and the standard deviation is less than 0.5°C, most instruments (49 out of 79, or 62%) exhibited temperature deviations outside the range from 19.5 to 20.5°C. With time, calibrations can diverge from original specifications. The temperature errors led to an average viscosity correction factor of 0.9770, i.e. a temperature error contribution of 2.30% ± 0.95% to the s-values. This is independently confirmed by the clear correlation between the iButton temperature and the measured s-values of BSA monomer after all corrections except for temperature (Fig 5B, in which we have included instruments from the pilot study which exhibited more extreme temperature values).

In 15 sites, additional temperature measurements were carried out on the resting rotor, following a more recent protocol [34]. The obvious advantage of this configuration is that no custom fabricated iButton holder is required to fit them into the standard barrel [27], and no rotor handle modification is required [33], such that commercial temperature loggers can be directly applied to measure the temperature calibration offset of the AUC. On average, the absolute difference between the spinning and resting rotor was 0.12°C, with a maximal deviation in one instrument of 0.31°C. This confirms that a reasonably accurate measurement of the rotor temperature is possible in the resting rotor.

In most instruments the scan files acquired during the high-speed sedimentation experiment (see Methods Experiment #2) revealed an initial transient positive jump in the console temperature, most commonly in the 0.1–0.5°C range, but up to 0.8°C, before the temperature slowly decreased toward the set-point of nominal 20.0°C (e.g., magenta and blue trace in Fig 6). (An extreme case with a jump by 1.4°C occurred in one instance, which was rejected and the experiment repeated.) This is opposite to the expected transient negative temperature jump from adiabatic stretching and cooling of the rotor upon rotor acceleration [33,39]. In several instances, the experiment was repeated with even more exhaustive temperature equilibration prior to the run, usually without significant improvement. This mimics observations made in instruments at the National Institutes of Health, where such behavior was occasionally observed at the beginning of an SV run despite exhaustive temperature equilibration, which fortuitously happened in a few cases when the rotor handle iButton was engaged and logging rotor temperature data independently. In one case, during the transient temperature increase, the iButton temperature log confirmed the console temperature drift, but in another case the transient increase in the AUC temperature reading was not confirmed (unpublished data). In view of the latter case, it is possible that these transient temperature jumps are caused by radiometer artifacts due to the presence of poor vacuum [39], for example, during initial outgassing of the diffusion pump oil, and therefore may not reflect the true rotor temperature. Real transient temperature drifts in the beginning of the experiments would be of concern for the accuracy of the measured sedimentation coefficients due to the potential of convection. False readings would raise the secondary concern of excess cooling of the rotor.

In order to examine whether these transient temperature drifts are real and influence the results of a sedimentation velocity experiment, we have plotted the final corrected s_{20T,r,v} values of the BSA monomer peak versus the magnitude of the initial temperature jump for instruments that showed a positive temperature jump (Panel A in S6 Fig), but no obvious correlation could be discerned. Convection is sometimes visible in characteristic deviations of the data from the best-fit in the boundary region of early scans. To exploit this feature as a marker for the presence of convection, residuals of the fit in the 1 mm of the solution column at lowest radii adjacent to the fitting limit were compared with the overall residuals. However, again, no correlation with the magnitude of the apparent initial temperature jump was observed (Panel B in S6 Fig). This supports the notion that the initial temperature drifts may not be real in many cases, or may be too small or transient to be of significant consequence for the analysis.
Fig 5. Analysis of the rotor temperature. (A) Temperature values obtained in different instruments of the spinning rotor, as measured in the iButton at 1,000 rpm after temperature equilibration, while the set point for the console temperature is 20°C (indicated as dotted vertical line). The box-and-whisker plot indicates the central 50% of the data as solid line, with the median displayed as vertical line, and individual circles for data in the upper and lower 25% percentiles. The mean and standard deviation is 19.62°C ± 0.41°C. (B) Correlation between iButton temperature and measured BSA monomer s-values corrected for radial magnification, scan time, scan velocity, but not viscosity (symbols). In addition to the data from the present study as shown in (A) (circles), also shown are measurements from the pilot study [27] where the same experiments were carried out on instruments not included in the present study (stars). The dotted line describes the theoretically expected temperature-dependence considering solvent viscosity.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126420.g005
In a few instruments, after the initial transient increase, the temperature reading did not return to the set-point of 20.0°C (e.g., cyan trace in Fig 6). In these cases, the difference between the temperature set point of 20.0°C to the final run temperature recorded in the scan files was considered real, and used to apply additional small viscosity corrections to the s-values.

Quality of fit of the BSA sedimentation velocity experiment

The design of the study was such that the analysis of the sedimentation boundaries recorded from the BSA sample would allow for an assessment of the completeness and internal consistency of the external calibration corrections in time, temperature, and radial magnification. Generally the quality of fit of the experimental SV data was excellent (for a representative BSA sedimentation velocity absorbance analysis, see Fig 7), with an average rmsd of 0.0067 OD in the absorbance system and 0.0061 fringes in the interference system. However, as shown in Fig 8, the distribution of rmsd values showed a minority of outliers. Some of the outliers in the absorbance data set can be traced simply to very noisy data resulting from low signal intensities below 800 counts. However, at 800 counts and above, no correlation between the rmsd of the fit and reported signal intensity counts was found (data not shown). In other cases, the rmsd was particularly high in the initial scans close to the meniscus region, pointing to convection as an origin of the misfit (e.g., S7 Fig). Interestingly, in a few instruments, the interference data exhibited an unexplained pattern of sloping plateaus (e.g., S8 Fig), which required truncation of the radial range used for analysis and correlated with increased errors in the determination of boundary magnitudes (data not shown). Finally, a few interference data sets exhibited wavy patterns superimposed onto the boundary shapes, but without causing excessively high rmsd or outlier s- and M-values (data not shown). Overall, in 11 out of 119 experiments the data

![Fig 6. Examples of transient changes in the console temperature reading during the SV experiment, as saved in the scan file data.](http://example.com/fig6.png)

For comparison, the maximum adiabatic cooling of -0.3°C would be expected after approximately 300 sec, recovering to the equilibrium temperature after approximately 1,200 s (see Fig 3 in [33]).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126420.g006

In a few instruments, after the initial transient increase, the temperature reading did not return to the set-point of 20.0°C (e.g., cyan trace in Fig 6). In these cases, the difference between the temperature set point of 20.0°C to the final run temperature recorded in the scan files was considered real, and used to apply additional small viscosity corrections to the s-values.
acquisition was either not attempted, failed, or produced data sets where the $c(s)$ model did not lead to baseline separation between the BSA monomer and dimer peak; these data sets were not included in the analysis of $s$-values.

Consistency of calibration and BSA monomer sedimentation coefficients

The black box-and-whisker plot and grey histogram of Fig 9 show the distribution of $s$-values prior to any calibration correction. Values ranged from 3.655 S to 4.949 S, with a mean and standard deviation of 4.304 ± 0.188 S (4.4%). The blue, green, and cyan box-and-whisker plots show the distributions when data were corrected only for scan time errors, temperature errors, or radial calibration errors, respectively. While the individual corrections did not significantly improve the consistency of the $s$-values, the joint correction for all three factors, additionally...
The range of $s_{20w}$, $r$, $v$-values is reduced, compared to the raw data, by a factor $\sqrt{25}/7$, and the standard deviation reduced by a factor $\sqrt{25}/7$, arriving at a mean of $4.325 \pm 0.030 S (0.7\%)$ for the BSA monomer at $20^\circ C$ in PBS. This clearly supports the usefulness and improvements in accuracy from the external calibrations. Furthermore, the absence of remaining outliers suggests that all major sources of systematic errors are accounted for.

Absolute radial position

Independent of the radial magnification, radius values can be subject to a translation error, i.e. a constant displacement uniformly offsetting all recorded radii. Even though the radial mask could in principle provide information of instrument-to-instrument variations in the radial translation, another marker is the meniscus position of the BSA sample as determined implicitly by the boundary movement through its best-fit position in the $c(s)$ analysis. It allows for an excellent measurement of the absolute radial position because of the absence of some optical edge effects, and is very well determined implicitly from the many scans reporting on the boundary movement. From the analysis of a single SV data set, the statistical error of the
best-fit meniscus position (propagated from noise in the acquired concentration signals) is typically less than 0.002 cm, incidentally a value less than the average distance between data points in absorbance scans. It is obvious that the meniscus position for the different kits will vary slightly due to pipetting errors in the sample volumes, but the true value is identical for the measurements of the same kit. When calculated as the standard deviation of the difference between the calculated meniscus positions from the mean value of its kit, an estimate for the precision of the meniscus position of 0.015 cm in the absorbance system is obtained. For the interference system, the corresponding value is larger at 0.037 cm (Fig 10). Since these values are much larger than the precision of the estimates from a single data set, we believe they reflect on the radial calibration in the form of radial translation errors.

The translation error propagates into errors in the gravitational force calculated on the basis of the distance from the center of rotation, and therefore should impact AUC data analysis much less than magnification errors, which impact the recorded distances traveled. For example, data that are erroneously attributed to higher radii will be assumed to be at higher centrifugal fields, leading to an underestimate of the s-value (as it is defined as the velocity normalized by the gravitational field) (dotted lines in Fig 10). Given the precision in the meniscus values of 0.015 cm and 0.037 cm, respectively, the corresponding errors in s-values would be 0.23% or

Fig 9. Histogram and box-and-whisker plot of s-values of the BSA monomer after different corrections: Raw experimental s-values (black, with grey histogram), scan time corrected s-values (blue), rotor temperature corrected s_{20T}-values (green), or radial magnification corrected s_{r,s}-values (cyan), and fully corrected s_{20T,U,T,s}-values (red with red histogram). The box-and-whisker plots indicate the central 50% of the data as solid line and draw the smaller and larger 25% percentiles as individual circles. The median for each group is displayed as a vertical line.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126420.g009
0.57%, which is less than the standard deviation of $s_{20T,t,r,v}$-values of the BSA monomer. A plot of the experimental $s_{20T,t,r,v}$-values versus meniscus deviations from kit-average is not inconsistent with a correlation, but from the correlation plot of the experimental data in Fig 10 we can conclude that errors in the absolute radial position appear to be of minor influence on the spread of $s_{20T,t,r,v}$-values.

Fig 10. Correlations of the $s_{20T,t,r,v}$-values of the BSA monomer with the difference of the best-fit meniscus from the mean meniscus value, separately for absorbance data sets (A) and interference data sets (B). The difference of the best-fit meniscus to the mean was calculated separately for each kit, to eliminate offsets due to different sample volumes in each kit, and then merged into groups for the optical systems. Data are shown as a histogram with frequency values indicated in the colorbar. The dotted lines show the theoretically expected dependence of the apparent s-value on errors in the absolute radial position.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126420.g010
Photometric precision and fringe shift variation

One additional data dimension for which accuracy is often taken for granted is the signal magnitude, i.e. the absorbance and fringe displacement values for a given concentration. The manufacturer does usually not provide specifications for photometric accuracy; though two of the instruments in the present study were subject to the separately offered photometric certification.

Since we did not include the measurement of a photometric standard, the present study offers insight in these parameters not in terms of absolute accuracy. However, we can study their precision, from the statistics of the signals generated by the common BSA sample. The data from the different kits could vary slightly as each was prepared in separate dilutions of the same stock solution. On average, the total signals observed varied by ≈6% in both optical systems. Because the total signal is generally difficult to measure due to signal offsets from traces of rapidly sedimenting aggregates, as well as very slowly sedimenting small species and baseline offsets, we also studied the signal amplitude of only the BSA monomer species, which was hydrodynamically resolved and baseline separated in all data sets included in the present study. There was no discernable anti-correlation of monomer and dimer signal in the absorbance data, as expected for hydrodynamically well-resolved and well-defined species (S9 Fig). The interference data were broadly similar in this respect, although some data sets showed high dimer fractions usually associated with tilting plateaus and narrow fit ranges (see above). As mentioned above, there is also no discernable trend of BSA monomer signal magnitude with time (S4 Fig). Therefore, the BSA monomer signal was considered the best marker for relative signal magnification in different instruments.

The statistics of the total signal amplitude of the BSA monomer, as calculated by integration of all baseline-resolved monomer peaks in \( c(s) \), is shown in Fig 11 for absorbance and interference data for the different kits (which may vary slightly due to pipetting errors). For the absorbance data, the standard deviation (relative to the kit-average) is 5.6%, similar to the value of the total signal. This is far above the statistical error of ≈0.3% of the monomer signal we

![Graph showing distributions of calculated BSA monomer signals for different kits and optical systems.](https://example.com/distribution_graph.png)

**Fig 11.** Distributions of calculated BSA monomer signals for the different kits and the different optical systems. The box-and-whisker plots indicate the central 50% of the data as solid line and draw the smaller and larger 25% percentiles as individual circles. The median for each group is displayed as vertical line.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126420.g011
obtained in the analysis of a SV data set as a result of errors from the stochastic noise in the data acquisition.

An important consideration in this context is a variation in the data acquisition wavelength due to a limited precision of the monochromator control. While the scans were set up to take readings at 280 nm, the actual wavelengths reported in the scan files ranged from 278 nm to 282 nm, with an average of 279.8 nm ± 1.0 nm. No correlation of the monomer signal with the reported wavelength was apparent (S10 Fig). However, errors in the wavelength calibration of each instrument would contribute to the errors in the absorbance readings. Other instrumental factors contributing to errors in absorbance readings in the AUC include stray light, and possibly small variations in cell alignment or flash timing.

For the fringe shift amplitude of the BSA monomer determined with the interference optics, we found a variation of 3.6%, which may be related to limited precision in the measurement of the underlying pixel-per-fringe value which is specific for each instrument dependent on optical alignment. (Three instruments were equipped with a 675 nm laser, as opposed to the currently used 655 nm laser, which causes only a ≈0.28% calculated difference in the value of $dn/dc$, based on [40], which was neglected in the consideration of signal magnitudes.) Thus, an instrument-dependent error of at least ≈3–4% in concentration should be considered when determining protein concentrations based on an assumed refractive index increment and given fringe shift data (in addition to variations in the protein refractive index increments, which may be significant especially for smaller proteins [41]).

Related, a time-honored approach to experimentally determine a protein extinction coefficient is based on the ratio of the absorbance signal magnitude and the refractive index signal. For all instruments for which both absorbance scans reported at 280 nm and interference data at 655 nm were available, variations in both optical signals were uncorrelated (S11 Fig), and exhibited a standard deviation of 4.8%. Thus, this value appears to be a lower limit for the accuracy by which absolute extinction coefficients can be measured in AUC using the dual-signal method. (This does not apply to relative extinction coefficients when carrying out multi-signal experiments in a single instrument.)

Fraction of trace dimer
A quantity of interest in many biotechnology laboratories is the determination of the dimer fraction of a protein sample. The BSA sample provided an opportunity to test the instrument-to-instrument variation of this parameter, for data where the dimer peak is resolved (Fig 12). From the absorbance data, the dimer fraction was 18.5% ± 1.1%, and from the interference data it was 19.0% ± 2.1% (or 18.6% ± 1.5% if the two extreme values are excluded). However, a limitation in this assessment is the possibility for a slight trend in the dimer fraction, due to the duration of the study, possibly decreasing by less than 2% per year (S5 Fig, see above).

BSA monomer apparent molar mass and frictional coefficient
Finally, it is of interest to study how reproducibly the parameters characterizing the boundary broadening can be determined. For this, we only considered fits that led to an rmsd value of less than 0.01 OD or 0.01 fringes, respectively. The apparent molar mass measured by the absorbance and interference system was (60.6 ± 3.2) kg/mol and (70.5 ± 8.1) kg/mol, respectively. Despite the close correspondence of the $s_{20w,rr}$-values with (4.328 ± 0.025) S and (4.317 ± 0.035) S for the absorbance and interference system, respectively, surprisingly, there is a clear difference between their apparent molar mass values (Fig 13). It originates from shallower measured boundaries in the absorbance system as compared to the interference system, which resulted in uncorrected best-fit frictional ratios of 1.29 ± 0.05 and 1.44 ± 0.13,
respectively. The magnitude of this difference in broadening is far greater than the calculated impact of finite scan speed in the absorbance system on apparent boundary broadening, which for the current scan settings and $s$-value would be negligible [36]. The origin of the difference is unclear, although one could speculate that it may be related to differences in the optical adjustment, such as the focal point, leading to differences in the radial resolution of the two optical systems, and/or non-linear signal distortions of the boundary from stray light [19].

Neither the average molar mass from integration of the $c(s)$ monomer peak (not shown) nor the underlying best-fit signal average frictional ratio from the $c(s)$ analysis (Fig 14) exhibited a strong correlation with the corrected sedimentation coefficients $s_{20T,t,r,v}$. A slight anti-correlation of frictional ratio and $s_{20T,t,r,v}$-values may be discerned within the spread of values, especially in the data from the absorbance system (Fig 14A). This pattern that would be consistent with convection being one of the parameters underlying the residual variation of $s_{20T,t,r,v}$-values, but the experimental data suggest that this is at least not the dominant source of residual variation of sedimentation coefficients.

Conclusions

The large-scale side-by-side comparison of data obtained for the same sample in different instruments offers unique insights in many technical aspects of AUC that are highly relevant for
The detailed interpretation of AUC experiments, which is essential in many traditional and advanced current applications of AUC.

The present study has clearly shown that external calibration of time, radial magnification, and rotor temperature are each essential for the quantitative interpretation of results from the AUC, confirming and expanding the results of a previous small pilot study [27]. Without external controls, \( s \)-values for the BSA monomer were measured from 3.7 S to 4.9 S, a range spanning ±15% with a standard deviation of 4.4%. Importantly, none of these data sets gave obvious indications of instrumental malfunction or operator errors. Furthermore, it must be kept in mind that the deviations are not subject to significant run-to-run variation on the same instrument. Even though the comparison of many instruments makes the deviations appear stochastic, for a given instrument they are systematic, i.e. the results will be very similar in repeat experiments. For example, even though it would be an outlier in the total ensemble, an instrument leading to \( s \)-values 10% below the true value—which may occur from errors in either temperature, radial magnification or scan time—will consistently produce such data, without giving any indication of malfunction or inferior performance and therefore likely unbeknownst to the researchers using this instrument, until rare adventitious events might inadvertently
change calibration settings. In fact, without calibration corrections, 57% of all measured s-values in the present study fell outside the two standard deviation confidence level of the mean after corrections.

The present study also clearly demonstrates that an effective way to address this problem is to carry out the complete set of external calibration procedures, which cover most data dimensions, and to monitor the sedimentation parameters of a stable reference sample. The calibration references, consisting of intervals of file creation time-stamp for time, a radial reference mask, and iButton temperature loggers for temperature measurement in the spinning or resting rotor, are easy to measure, and can improve the quantitative accuracy to a level adequate for most current data interpretation. The residual error has a standard deviation of 0.7% and is consistent with commonly assumed accuracy, and slightly better, for example, than historically assessed for the Spinco Model E [24]. After corrections, only 7% of s-values are outside the two standard deviation confidence range.

Fig 14. Correlation between the best-fit frictional ratio from the c(s) analysis and the final s_{20T,t,r,v} value for the absorbance system (A) and interference system (B). Data are shown as a histograms with frequency values indicated in the colorbars. The dotted lines indicate the average frictional ratio and s_{20T,t,r,v} values of both systems, respectively. To aid the comparison, both histograms are plotted in the same scale.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0126420.g014
As a test for consistency of the calibration measurements we found BSA in PBS to be an excellent standard. Although we have not looked into batch-to-batch variation, it has historically been used in many studies for this purpose, with reports of very similar $s$-values (e.g., 4.29 S in [29], and 4.32 S in [24]). In conjunction with modern $c(s)$ analysis it is possible to focus on the monomer, independent of possible slow aggregation processes. However, despite the long time at which the samples were kept mostly at ambient temperature, and the repeated stress on the protein sample from temperature fluctuations during shipping, we found it to be extremely stable over the course of nearly a year. Thus, it is suitable as a convenient long-term reference to test repeatability and accuracy in individual laboratories, if kept in a sealed cell assembly.

A data dimension that was not covered here is the accuracy of the rotor speed. Even though the parameters responsible for the remaining variation of the $s_{20\text{,}T,\text{r},v}$-values are unclear, on the basis of the data from the present study the rotor speed can be excluded from being a major source of instrument-to-instrument variation. This is consistent with recent measurements in a limited number of instruments that found the accuracy of rotor speed to be on the order of 0.01% [27]. Rather, we believe the remaining spread of $s_{20\text{,}T,\text{r},v}$-values to be a result of residual calibration errors in radius and temperature, and of temperature- and/or radial alignment-driven convection in SV experiments.

We have previously estimated the accuracy of measurement of the rotor temperature with iButtons to be 0.2°C or better [27,33]. With the temperature-dependence of the viscosity of water, this would translate to a limit in the accuracy of $s$-values of $\approx 0.5\%$. This is consistent with the residual standard deviation of 0.7% of the $s_{20\text{,}T,\text{r},v}$-values of the BSA monomer after all external calibration corrections. Conversely, if the BSA monomer $s$-value is taken as a marker for temperature, under the unrealistic assumption all $s$-value errors be caused by temperature-driven viscosity differences, then the remaining error of 0.7% in the $s_{20\text{,}T,\text{r},v}$-values would limit to $\approx 0.3^\circ\text{C}$ the possible remaining stochastic error of the temperature measurements. These results clearly demonstrate a substantial improvement in accuracy when using the iButton as compared to the use of the instrument internal radiometer readings for determining the relevant solvent viscosity. In the present study the iButton approach was for the first time used in large number of AUC laboratories, showing its robustness and ease-of-use.

While the current study was ongoing, we have found that iButtons can also be used on the resting rotor, as described in [34]. Accordingly, the protocol was expanded for most remaining laboratories to include a comparison of the temperature measurement in the spinning and resting rotor. A third approach for the iButton measurements, with the location in a modified rotor handle to provide data in real-time during the high-speed SV, is clearly the most advantageous, but could obviously not be included in the present study for prohibitive cost and logistical difficulties of shipping a rotor. Even though based on a smaller data set, the results support the validity of the resting rotor approach. It has the obvious advantage of not requiring any custom modification of the rotor handle [33], and not requiring a custom inset to fit the iButton into the barrel of the cell assembly, such that it can be easily carried out in any AUC laboratory.

As expected, the time error of the scan files was strongly reduced from the $\approx 10\%$ error in data acquisition software 6.0 and its associated firmware [31] due to a recent update, although a cohort of 9 instruments were still subject to this error (and two instruments exhibited an error by 1000%). Most instrument data showed time errors between 0.12% to 0.3%. This is still a significant systematic error (and larger errors can be encountered at different scan settings from those used in the present protocol [27]). Fortunately, it can be entirely avoided and conveniently removed by replacing the file header time with operating system time stamps [27,31]. This approach was incorporated and is enabled by default in SEDFIT.

Radial calibration errors are also highly relevant, and become immediately obvious in the comparison of $s$-values from data acquired side-by-side with the absorbance and interference
system, where all temperature-related and time-related factors are canceled out. The good correlation between the ratio of \( s \)-values and the ratio of radial magnification correction factors (Fig 4) independently supports the application of the radial calibration mask. Unfortunately, such a mask is currently not widely available without custom fabrication. This is currently being addressed in an ongoing collaboration between laboratories of the U.S. National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering and the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), aimed at the development of an improved radial reference standard for AUC.

In order to implement the conclusions from the present study in the routine practice in AUC laboratories, it would seem ideal if complete reference kits could be assembled and stored locally in each laboratory. Much like those in the present multi-laboratory study, they could consist of one sealed cell assembly with BSA sample, one sealed cell assembly with a radial reference mask, as well as an iButton for temperature measurements. We propose that as a matter of routine maintenance by the investigators, the calibration experiments could then be carried out on a regular schedule, and additionally after instrument service or repair. This would enable tracking of any changes in instrument performance, and allow determination of current calibration correction factors to ensure good quantitative accuracy of the data.

Supporting Information

S1 Fig. Long-term stability of iButton temperature readings. Temperature readings as a function of experiment time for the three kits (blue, green, and magenta circles and solid lines). Highlighted as bold solid line is the console set point of 20°C. Also shown are side-by-side measurements of the three iButtons in the same instrument (not included in the study) at two different points in time (magenta and blue squares and green star, dotted lines). Reproducibility of the iButtons in repeat experiments is better than 0.06°C [27]. (TIF)

S2 Fig. Long-term stability of the radial mask. (A) Shown are radial magnification correction factors as a function of time of experiment for the three kits (blue, green, and magenta). Highlighted as black line and grey patch are the mean and standard deviation of the values after excluding the three largest outliers. (B) The bottom plot is an expanded view of (A) excluding the outliers. (TIF)

S3 Fig. Long-term stability of the cell assembly. Shown are the best-fit meniscus positions for the three kits (blue, green, and magenta) as a function of time. Highlighted as horizontal solid lines and patches are the mean and standard deviations of the values for each kit. A slight drift may be discerned in the data from the kit presented in blue, with a slope corresponding to a sample volume change at a rate of approximately 5 \( \mu \)L/year. (TIF)

S4 Fig. Long-term trend in the monomer signal. Calculated monomer signal in the absorbance optics (A) and interference optics (B) for the three kits (blue, green, and magenta) as a function of time. The results are obtained by integration of the \( c(s) \) monomer peak, excluding data where peaks are not well separated. Highlighted as horizontal solid line and grey patch are the mean and standard deviations. (TIF)

S5 Fig. Long-term trend in the dimer fraction. Calculated dimer fraction in the absorbance optics (circles and solid lines) and interference optics (crosses and dotted lines) for the three
kits (blue, green, and magenta). The values are calculated as the ratio of the integrals of the $c(s)$ monomer and dimer peaks, and exclude data where peaks are not well separated. Highlighted as horizontal solid line and grey patch are the mean and standard deviation.

S6 Fig. Indicators of convection as a function of initial temperature jump. Correlations of the initial transient temperature jump during the SV experiment and the $s_{20, w}$ values of the BSA monomer (A) and the ratio of the rmsd in the 1mm of data points closest to the meniscus to the overall rmsd (B). Data are shown as a histograms with frequency values indicated in the colorbars.

S7 Fig. Example for a data set with likely initial convection. Screenshot of SEDFIT window for analysis of data set with initial convection, as indicated by the misfit in the highlighted region. The overall rmsd was 0.0047 OD, but higher by a factor 1.11 within the 1 mm of the lower fitting limit.

S8 Fig. Example for a data set with sloping plateaus. Screenshot of SEDFIT window for analysis of an interference data set with sloping plateaus in the region highlighted in red.

S9 Fig. Correlation between monomer and dimer signal. Data are shown for the absorbance data (A) and interference data (B) as a histograms with frequency values indicated in the colorbars. The solid line represents a perfect proportionality of both values, whereas the dotted line represents a perfect anti-correlation of both signals at constant total signal.

S10 Fig. Absence of correlation between monomer signal and nominal acquisition wavelength. Histogram of the deviation of the BSA monomer absorbance signal from their kit average values, plotted as a function of reported absorbance wavelength, with frequency values as indicated in the colorbar.

S11 Fig. Correlation between absorbance and interference signals. Histogram of the absorbance signal of the BSA monomer, as determined from the integration of the $c(s)$ monomer peak, and the interference signal from the same run and the same instrument. Frequency values are as indicated in the colorbar. A similar correlation plot lacking apparent correlations is obtained in a corresponding plot of differences of monomer signals to the kit averages (data not shown).

S1 Table. Data underlying the statistical analyses.
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